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Chapter 1 : Pearl Mantels - Manufacturers of fine furniture quality fireplace mantels, surrounds, and shelves
Shop our selection of fireplace mantels, available in a variety of styles to complement your dÃ©cor.

If you fancy the warm flicker, definitely opt for an electric fireplace for your house or apartment. Should you
need a mantel for it, check our selection of electric fireplace mantels below. Beautiful fire shade introduces a
cozy atmosphere. The whole admires perfectly with modern interiors, where it is a good decoration. Subtle
decorations and stable composition guarantee an interesting effect in the living room, bedroom or another
interior. Easy to arrange will change the whole design. And choose different decorations according to current
season. Just to display collectibles on it! This mantel project takes inspiration from traditional fireplaces that
have moulded shelf and column design. Its creator plans to paint it white. This flame electric fireplace can be
installed in a stone fireplace, transforming your whole room into an oasis of peace and beauty. Beautifully
designed case is perfectly combined with open storage space, you can accommodate as you please. Our advice
Buying Guide The use of beautifully constructed electric fireplace mantels and surrounds allows you to
personalize your fireplace. From traditional to modern and contemporary designs, the selection of mantels and
surrounds online will make it seem really hard for you to pick just one. Types of Mantel There are four
different types of electric fireplace mantels, namely standard wall mantel, corner mantel, rolling mantel, and
media console mantel. Standard Wall Mantel - The standard mantels for electric fireplaces are what most
people look for as they fit most of their needs. A standard unit is designed to be placed flat against a wall so
the entire fireplace and mantel package looks as if it is a traditional fireplace. Corner Mantel - A corner mantel
is for people with limited floor space. It is paired with, as you might have guessed, corner electric fireplaces,
which maximize floor plans. A corner mantel with corner electric fireplace is perfect in bedrooms and small
family rooms. There are models with added versatility as they can convert from a corner unit to a standard
wall mantel as needed. Rolling Mantel - You may need a portable mantel that can be easily moved from one
room to another. If so, then your best option is a rolling mantel which is useful in apartments, condos, lofts,
and trailers. Media Console Mantel - This is a combination of two furniture pieces to create the best addition
to rooms. They serve several purposes apart from creating a warm, inviting setting. They offer ample media
storage and clever cable management! A wooden fire surround comes in various finishes and colors. The most
common types of wood used in making electric fireplace surrounds are oak, pine, and dark mahogany. Other
common materials used in making surrounds are limestone and marble. Limestone is a stunning stone with a
honed finish. Marble, on the other hand, has a darker vein compared to limestone but it also has a matte finish.
Its frame is horizontally grooved at the top and at the bottom. This fireplace especially matches walls of stones
in greys. It look like real and it makes your interior more cozy without mess. It features durable and practical
cabinets. The central part includes a fireplace with a classic construction that plays decorative role in any
design. Crafted of birch plywood, the casing features a beautiful design, with a rectangle base, and a large
enough top to place some decorations on it.
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Chapter 2 : Fireplace Mantels and Shelves, High Quality Fireplace Mantels by Brick Anew
Add just the right finishing touch to your fireplace with a wood fireplace mantel or surround. With just the right wood
fireplace mantel frame, your fireplace could be picture perfect. With just the right wood fireplace mantel frame, your
fireplace could be picture perfect.

This handcrafted mantel shelf offers all the qualities of a full sized mantel minus the legs. Two sizes offering
paint or stain application stain cherry distressed 70 at additional cost available Shipped with corbels and
rosettes then finished with reeded casing in the breast area would make Ben Franklin proud. I hope this helps
you in your mantel decision, however should you have any question please dont hesitate to call one of our reps
at and we will be glad to assist you. This mantle is one of my favorites. It is a deluxe mantel without the legs
and is available in 5 sizes. It is made up with a wood named Choi from Asia. It is similar to our white oak and
can be painted or stained. If you want the mantel stained, list it on your order blank and you can have our
supplier use 90 Antique finish for an additional cost. It is very professional and really looks great. I am sure
this mantel will provide many years of enjoyment. We hope you wont hesitate to call us at if you should have
any questions. Once again, thank you for visiting us The Pemberton Fireplace Shelf is available in 5 different
sizes ranging from 24" to 72". Can you say "Creative Opportunity"? Start with a 24" shelf and add slightly
larger shelves for installation above a fireplace opening or add other shelves in different parts of the house.
The way we keep pricing down is with the use of a. Over time, the word "MDF" has become a generic name
for any dry process fiber board. The board has a smooth surface that is excellent to paint. Do not try to stain
this product. Nothing to stop you now. Everyone will think you have your own Trim Man to get the look you
will experience with The Pemberton. We look forward to your order, if you have any questions please call
One of our representatives will be glad to help you. As the price reflects, we are moving up on quality and
features. Rolled corners, hidden storage shelf for the remote, and a place for the gas lyter starter. No more
blaming the dog if ya cant find them. Available in 4 different sizes allows you to use this shelf in other parts of
the house, even if there is no fireplace there. In addition, it is available in 50 medium oak distressed finish at
additional cost. All of this combined makes the Hawthorne furniture type quality. As always, if you have any
questions, please contact one of our reps at and we will be glad to assist you. Rugged is the word that best
describes this mantel. Then let us help you with your order for The Rutherford Fireplace Shelf, the "Rugged"
looking mantel. If you have any questions, please contact us at and let our reps assist you. When I see this
mantel I get to wanting a fried chicken dinner and ice cold sweet tea. It is a mantel that reflects country pride.
And of course it can come to you unfinished to allow you to paint it your favorite color. If you need a little
help, please call one of our representatives at and we will be glad to assist you. Need a shelf mantel for your
fireplace and you dont want to spend a lot of money? Then the Buttercup Fireplace Shelf is just what you
need. The board has a smooth surface that is paintable. The Buttercup is available in two sizes.. You will need
to purchase your mounting hardware from a local hardware store. So there you have it If you have any
questions please call us at Tom Tanya - Staff Review Proudly made in the USA and shipping is super fast!
That would be the Lily! Just take your tape measure and determine the size you need and then place your
order. It is that easy. Your fireplace will now look complete. If you need assistance please contact us at , we
are here to help you with your project Need a shelf mantel for your fireplace and you dont want to spend a lot
of money but would like a little decorative look?. Then I recommend the Daffodil Fireplace Shelf.
TheDaffodil is available in two sizes.. Ok,as always, If you have any questions please call us at
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Chapter 3 : Cast Stone Fireplace Mantels - Old World Stoneworks
How-to-Build-Floating-Shelves. Oh yeah - this room setup for a new installed fireplace downstairs. Find this Pin and
more on fireplace by Lena Kamal. DIY Floating Shelves for my Living Room - Shanty 2 Chic.

Depending on height, it has two to five shelves inside a frame of five pieces of wood--two sides, a top, a back,
and a bottom. However, building a book shelf around a fireplace requires more than slapping five pieces of
wood into a serviceable frame and placing the shelves. A book shelf surrounding a fireplace. Freestanding
There are two options when building a book shelf around a fireplace: While a freestanding book shelf can be
taken with you when you move, a built-in stays in the wall when you leave. The decision between building a
freestanding or a built-in book shelf comes down to personal choice. In one version of the freestanding design,
WoodDance Studio built a mantle for the fireplace to connect the two book shelves on either side. Two
additional options are solid woods such as pine, poplar or oak, or medium-density fiberboard MDF. Each has
its benefits and pitfalls, with strength and cost the major differences--solid wood is strongest, followed by
plywood and MDF. Solid wood also costs more than the other options. The screws or nails, besides holding
the book shelf together, will also serve as clamps while the wood glue dries. Construction Measure the space
around your fireplace and on either side. Cut your wood to the measurements you want for the top, bottom,
sides, back, and shelves. For a built-in book shelf, find the studs to which you plan to attach the book shelf.
Mark where you want the bottom of the book shelf to be. If you want space underneath the book shelf, be sure
to include it in the measurement. Cut the top and bottom to size. Glue the top and bottom to the sides before
nailing or screwing them together. Mark the spacing for each of the interior shelves, ensuring you leave
enough room for the tallest book you intend to shelve in the unit. Glue the interior shelves into position, and
then nail or screw them into place. Spread wood putty over the nail or screw holes so the fasteners are
covered, then sand smooth. Nail the metal runners to the sides of the book shelf. Place metal spring clips into
the slots of the metal runners where you want your shelves to rest. Nail or screw the back of the unit onto the
main body. This is the last step for a freestanding book shelf before you move it into place. Repeat the
previous steps for the second book shelf. Place both book shelves on either side of the fireplace. If your plan
calls for a mantelpiece, attach it to both sides using screws or nails. Connect the tops of the book shelves with
whatever type of header you want. It could be another series of shelves or a simple arch. For a built-in book
shelf, bolt or screw it into the wall through the back of the book shelf before attaching the mantelpiece and the
header between the tops of the book shelves. To finish the unit, either stain or paint it with the color of your
choice. Stain offers a chance to enhance the color and grain of the natural wood, while paint may match or
complement the walls of the room.

Chapter 4 : Fireplace surround with shelving and cabinets - by GaryL @ www.nxgvision.com ~ woodworkin
Mantel shelf can be hung with or over a fireplace, check local Amazon's Choice for "Fireplace Mantels Shelves"
WELLAND Corona Crown Molding Floating Wall Photo Ledge Shelves Fireplace Mantel Shelf (Inch, White).

Chapter 5 : Fireplace Mantels And Surrounds | Mantel Shelves | Decorative Wood Corbels
If you've followed along for very long, you'll know that we are big fans of built-in shelving, and also of fireplaces and
mantels and also of hiding our TV a bit (in plain sight or in a little weirder spot).

Chapter 6 : Fireplace Mantel Shelves, Custom Fireplace Mantels
Shop our best selection of Fireplace Mantels & Surrounds to reflect your style and inspire your home. Find the perfect
decorative accents at Hayneedle, where you can buy online while you explore our room designs and curated looks for
tips, ideas & inspiration to help you along the way.
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Chapter 7 : 66 Wood Fireplace Mantels You'll Want to See + Real Reviews
Discover the best Fireplace Mantels & Surrounds in Best Sellers. Find the top most popular items in Amazon Home &
Kitchen Best Sellers.

Chapter 8 : Fireplace Mantels & Surrounds in Color:White | eBay
This was part of a family room renovation. I will admit that the two lower cabinets are Wood-Mode/Brookhaven
production cabinets and I had to build everything else to match.

Chapter 9 : Reclaimed Wood Fireplace Mantels | Rustic Fireplace Mantels
Whether you are creating a fireplace mantel piece or a perfect wall shelving addition the Craftsman mantel design crafts
an inviting architectural statement for your home. The Fingerjoint Poplar mantel will complete.
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